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Alexa, Ask My Library
How Do I Build a Custom Skill to Extend Reference Services?

Alexa, who is the presenter?
Christopher M. Jimenez
Web Services Librarian
Florida International University

Christopher.Jimenez@fiu.edu
@cjmnz8
github.com/cjmnz8/Echo-Show-Tell

Learning Objectives
1. Describe the major smart speakers in the industry in order to
discern the best option for the project.
2. Identify several factors to consider when beginning a voice
recognition project in order to incorporate a UX-First design.
3. Develop an Alexa Skill by training the AI model to recognize
utterances, querying LibAnswers for information retrieval, and
display responses to the end user.

Define…

…a voice-first device.
…the software that runs on a voice-first device.
…the application that the voice-assistant launches on your voicefirst device.

Voice-First Device

"An always-on, intelligent piece of hardware where the primary
interface is voice, both input and output"

Software that runs on a Voice-First
Device

"A Voice Assistant is a digital assistant that uses voice
recognition, natural language processing and speech synthesis
to provide aid to users through phones and voice recognition
software."

Application the voice-assistant launches
on your voice-first device

Alexa = Skill
Google = Action
Siri = Hands off to iPhone

Summary
VF Device

Voice Assistant

Application

Amazon Echo
Google Home
Apple Home Pod

Alexa
Google Assistant
Siri

Skill
Action
Handoff

Alexa, Ask my library
What does the voice-first device market look like today?

Market Research
•

Infinite Dial: Use of Voice Assistants
Smartphone

Computer

Smart Speaker

Tablet: 20%

NPR: Conversion Rate

Among non-owners of smart speakers, those who currently use
voice assistants are 60% more likely than those who don't to
purchase a smart speaker in the next six months

Market Penetration
Infinite Dial
Smart Audio

2016: 4.9%
2017: 13.4%
2018: 18.6%
2019: 21.0%
2020: 22.9%

Which Device?
Infinite Dial

Smart Audio

RKMA (2019)

How Many Devices?
Infinite Dial

Mean # 1.7

2.0

2.2

NPR #SmartAudio Report
COVID-19 Related Behaviors

COVID-19 Related Behaviors

Three-quarters of Americans 18+ say their routines have changed due to
COVID-19

COVID-19 Related Behaviors

52% of voice-assistant users say they use voice tech several times a day
or nearly every day, compared to 46% before the outbreak.

COVID-19 Related Behaviors

36% of U.S. adult smart speaker owners say they are using their device
more to listen to music and entertainment since the outbreak, and 52%
of 18-34-year-olds say the same.

COVID-19 Related Behaviors

71% want to buy another smart speaker to entertain children in more
rooms of the house. (Up 24% from Spring 2019)

Alexa, Ask my library
What should my skill do?

What should my skill do?

• What is in demand?
• How will a user use this skill?
• Where will the user use this skill?
• How does this experience fit with the library’s current customer
service experience?

FIU Libraries’ RefTech Statement
The team at FIU Libraries seeks to harness the popularity and
sophistication of voice recognition technology and couple it with
Springshare’s robust knowledge base software in order to create a
powerful reference tool.
We are doing this by pairing the Information and Research Services
Department’s most Frequently Asked Questions with an Alexa Skill
using the LibAnswers API, and preloading that skill onto our Alexa
Show devices for use in strategic places at our library service
points.

FIU Libraries’ RefTech Statement
1. We chose Amazon Echo Show devices because Amazon was
the market leader.
2. We wanted to recycle information and minimize the maintenance
burden.
3. We evaluated our most useful FAQ Entries and programmed the
skill to answer those questions first.
4. The skill was developed for use inside the library.

Customer Service
Current Service Model:
Face-to-Face support
Phone support
Chat support
FAQ Knowledge Bank / Email support

Use your data
User-Supplied Data
• FAQ Views
• Chat Transcripts
• Query Spy

Self-Reported Data
• Reference Stats
• Anecdotal Evidence

How will a user use this skill?

• What is the scope of your project?
• What do you hope to accomplish?
• What are the overarching principles that govern what is
included in your project and what is excluded from your project?

Alexa, Ask my library
How do I code this skill myself?

Two Parts to Skill Development

Front End
• Train the AI
• Use reference interview
strategies

Back End
• Programming that fulfills
the request made by a
user

Front End: Getting Started
• Developer Portal (https://developer.amazon.com/)
• User Interface: walks you through training your skill to tie utterances to
intents.

• What you will do in the Developer Portal
• Name your skill (2 or 3 word invocation name)
• Train your skill to recognize questions

Front End: Step-by-Step

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name your skill
Create intents
Describe utterances
Define & assign slots (Optional: Interaction Model)
Evaluate the model

Terminology
Intents, Utterances, & Slots

Intent
“An intent represents an action that fulfills a user's spoken
request. Intents can optionally have arguments called slots.
Intents are specified in a JSON structure called the intent
schema.”

• What is the user actually trying to get the device to do?
• What is the end goal?

Utterance
“A set of likely spoken phrases mapped to the intents. This
should include as many representative phrases as possible.”

• What are a few examples of how users voice their questions?
• How do people express themselves?

Slots
“A representative list of possible values for a slot. Custom slot
types are used for lists of items that are not covered by one of
Amazon's built-in slot types.”

• Synonyms that might be used to replace key terms in a
question.
• Example: Library

Let’s Build!
Intents, Utterances, & Slots
+ Evaluate the Model

Create an Intent

Add Utterances

Define Slots

Assign Slots

Evaluate the model

Back End: Getting Started

• Developer Portal: https://developer.amazon.com/
• Alexa Skill Code Generator:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/webappvui/skillcode/v2/index.html
• Lambda Console: https://console.aws.amazon.com/lambda

Back End: Step-by-Step
1. Export JSON / Generate js code
2. Create serverless repository on the Lambda Console
3. Associate serverless repository to your skill using the Amazon
Resource Name (ARN)
4. Paste the generated code(Working Alexa Skill)
5. Customize the code

Export JSON / Generate js code

Create Serverless Repository

Associate the Repository to Your Skill

Paste your generated code

Custom Code: LibAnswers API
https://ask.springshare.com/libanswers/faq/1669
• GET faqs/:id
• https://libanswers.../api/1.0/faqs/:id
HOST: 'https://libanswers.../api ’
Stable content in the HTTPGET function

PARAM: '/1.0/faqs/' + answerId + '?group_id=000&iid=000’
Variable content in the INTENT function

Custom Code: HTTPGET

Customize Node.js: Intent Overview

Customize Node.js: param

Customize Node.js: responseBuilder

Alexa, Ask my library
What did we learn today?

Alexa, Ask my library
Voice First Market: This is a major emerging market.
UX-First Design: Consider how voice-first tech might fit into your
customer service model.
Coding: One way to program a skill to communicate with
LibAnswers.
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Alexa, are there any questions?
Christopher M. Jimenez
Web Services Librarian
Florida International University

Christopher.Jimenez@fiu.edu
@cjmnz8
github.com/cjmnz8/Echo-Show-Tell

